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Back to School

take NOTE oF

OUR AUGUST specials

One Just for Mom
Take Some Time to Pamper Yourself

European Facials $95, Purchase 3 

and get a free Microdermabrasion

Students: Get You Skin Ready!

4300 N Quinlan Park Rd. #225
Austin, Texas 78732

512.266.0007  •  atxderm.com

Acne Facial $50 (save $25!) Buy 3 and get a free Exfoliating 
Cleanser ($28 value).
Isolaz Laser Acne Treatment: Save $50 off one treatment, 
$300 off package of 5.

Fine Line Wrinkle Filler
Belotero Fine Line Wrinkle Filler - Save $100. Perfect 

for the fine lines around the mouth and eyes.
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EMERGENCY NUMBERS
EMERGENCY ...............................................................911
Fire ..................................................................................... 911
Ambulance ......................................................................... 911
Sheriff – Non-Emergency ..................................512-974-0845
Hudson Bend Fire and EMS
 Emergencies ...................................................512-266-1775
 Information .....................................................512-266-2533

SCHOOLS
Leander ISD ........................................................512-570-0000
Cedar Park High School ......................................512-570-1200 
Vandegrift High School .......................................512-570-2300
Four Points Middle School ..................................512-570-3700
River Place Elementary ........................................512-570-6900

UTILITIES
River Place MUD ...............................................512-246-0498
City of Austin Electric .......................................512-494-9400
Texas Gas Service
 Custom Service .......................................... 1-800-700-2443
 Emergencies ...................................................512-370-8609
 Call Before You Dig .......................................512-472-2822
AT&T
 New Service ............................................... 1-800-464-7928
 Repair ......................................................... 1-800-246-8464
 Billing ......................................................... 1-800-858-7928
Time Warner Cable
 Customer Service ...........................................512-485-5555
 Repairs ............................................................512-485-5080
IESI (Trash) ........................................................512-282-3508

OTHER NUMBERS
River Place Postal Office ...................................512-345-9739

NEWSLETTER PUBLISHER
Peel, Inc. .............................................................512-263-9181
Article Submissions ......................... riverreview@peelinc.com
Advertising ...................................... advertising@peelinc.com

IMPORTANT NUMBERS
ADVERTISING INFO

 Please support the advertisers that make River Review 
possible. If you are interested in advertising, please contact 
our sales office at 512-263-9181 or advertising@peelinc.com. 
The advertising deadline is the 8th of the month prior to the 
issue. 

ARTICLE INFO
 The River Review is mailed monthly to all River Place 
residents. Residents, community groups, churches, etc. are 
welcome to include information about their organizations in 
the newsletter.  Personal news for the Stork Report, Teenage 
Job Seekers, recipes, special celebrations, and birthday 
announcements are also welcome.

 To submit an article for the River Review please email it 
to riverreview@peelinc.com.  The deadline is the 15th of the 
month prior to the issue.

Peel_BC.indd   1 5/8/2014   5:16:40 PM

FREE CONSULTATION

512-537-1636 | www.rjorthodontics.com
6911 North FM 620 | Suite A-200 | Austin

Dr. RJ Jackson
Board-Certifi ed Specialist in 
Orthodontics & Dentofacial 

Orthopedics

AFTER SCHOOL APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE 
MONDAY–FRIDAY UNTIL 7PM!

WHO SAYS HAVING 
BRACES IS A BUMMER? 
SHOW YOUR PERSONALITY AND CUSTOMIZE 

YOUR BRACES WITH DR. JACKSON
OW YOUR PERSO

YOUR BRACES WITH DR. JACKSON

FREE CONSULTATION
SAME DAY BRACES

512-537-1636 I www.rjorthodontics.com
6911 North FM 620 I Suite A-200 I Austin
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JUly 2014 Yard of the Month

The yard at 10201 Treasure Island Drive, owned by 
Steve and Suzanne Gandy, won the Yard of the Month for 
June 2014, given by the River Place Garden Club.  With 
cooler temperatures in May and several rain storms, the Tiff 
Bermuda grass with its fine leaf blades has thrived.  Steve said 
that he frequently removes a weed called poa annua by hand 
because it is difficult to control with each plant producing 
hundreds of seeds that can spread quickly.  Many flower 
beds surround the house and contain a variety of perennial 
and annual plants.  A pink mandevilla, whose trumpet-
shaped flowers bloom all summer, grows up a trellis and 
adds a tropical flair, while tall cannas with their red-green 
palm leaves frame the mandevilla.   In a front flower bed, 
miniature crepe myrtles show off their fuchsia blooms 

beneath a towering purple and white crepe myrtle.  Suzanne 
said that she recently planted several Lily of the Nile plants, 
because their large blue-violet cluster flowers contrasted with 
the yellow roses and yellow calla lilies.  During the early part 
of June, delphiniums’ towering spikes of blue flowers grew 
behind deep pink impatiens used as border plants in another 
shady planting area.  

The Garden Club does not meet in the summer months, 
but it will continue its work on beautification projects as 
well as choose the winners of Yard of the Month, which runs 
from April through October.  The club will resume meeting 
in September, and if residences would like to join the club 
or attend as a guest, please contact Patricia Thomas by email 
at RiverPlaceGarden@gmail.com for information.  
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A Focus on Heat Emergencies

Healthy tips to stay cool in extremely hot weather

Heat emergencies fall into three categories of increasing severity:

HEAT CRAMPS, HEAT EXHAUSTION,
AND HEATSTROKE

Heat illnesses are easily preventable by taking precautions in 
hot weather. Children, elderly, and obese people have a higher risk 
of developing heat illness. People taking certain medications or 
drinking alcohol also have a higher risk. However, even a top athlete 
in superb condition can succumb to heat illness if he or she ignores 
the warning signs.

If the problem isn’t addressed, heat cramps (caused by loss of 
salt from heavy sweating) can lead to heat exhaustion (caused by 
dehydration), which can progress to heatstroke. Heatstroke, the 
most serious of the three, can cause shock, brain damage, organ 
failure, and even death.

SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS:
Heat Cramps
• Sweating
• Pain in arms, legs, and abdomen
Heat Exhaustion
• Moist, pale skin
• Fatigue and fainting
• Dizziness and lightheadedness
• Headache and confusion
• Nausea and vomiting
• Rapid pulse and breathing
Heat Stroke
• No sweating
• Dry, hot, red skin

• Confusion and loss of consciousness
• Rapid pulse
• Temperature over 103º F
• Seizures

CAUSES:
The following are common causes of heat emergencies:
• High temperatures or humidity
• Dehydration
• Prolonged or excessive exercise
• Excess clothing
• Alcohol use
• Medications, such as diuretics, neuroleptics, phenothiazines, 

and anticholinergics
• Cardiovascular disease

WHAT TO DO IN HEAT EMERGENCIES...
First Aid
1. Have the person lie down in a cool place. Elevate the person’s 

feet about 12 inches.
2. Apply cool, wet cloths (or cool water directly) to the person’s 

skin and use a fan to lower body temperature. Place cold compresses 
on the person’s neck, groin, and armpits.

3. If the person is alert, give cool water or sports beverages. 
It’s advisable to drink slowly and steadily, particularly if they are 
experiencing nausea.

4. For muscle cramps, give beverages as above, and massage and 
stretch affected muscles gently, but firmly, until they relax.

5. If the person shows signs of shock (bluish lips and fingernails, 
and decreased alertness), starts having seizures, or loses consciousness, 
call 911 and continue cooling procedures, as described above.

DO NOT:
• DO NOT underestimate the seriousness of heat illness, especially 

if the person is a child, elderly, or injured.
• DO NOT give the person medications that are used to treat 

fever (such as aspirin or acetaminophen). They will not help, and 
they may be harmful.

• DO NOT give the person salt tablets.
• DO NOT give the person liquids that contain alcohol or 

caffeine. They will interfere with the body’s ability to control its 
internal temperature.

• DO NOT use alcohol rubs on the person’s skin.

(Continued on Page 6)
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Modern Medicine. 
Compassionate Care.

Treating you like family.

Shops at Riverplace
10601 FM 2222, Suite J
Austin, TX 78730

Mon 7:30 AM-7:00 PM
Tues-Fri 7:30 AM-6:00 PM
Open 1st and 2nd Saturday
of the month 7:30 AM-1:00PM

Full Service Hospital
Digital Radiography

Ultrasound
Dog & Cat Boarding

Kid’s Lobby

(512) 276-2633

Dr. Frank, Dr. Mindi, 
and the Metzler Family

www.2222VeterinaryClinic.com

Vincent A. Morales, DDS

Gentle, Comprehensive, Quality Dental 
Care for You and Your Family!

www.LakesideDentalAustin.com

NEW PATIENT OFFER

6911 Ranch Road 620 North STE C-100
512.249.5555

In-Network with most insurances. Call for Appt. Today!

*Call for Details

Behind Walgreens & Wells Fargo across the street from Boat House Grill

• Routine Cleanings and Exams
• Porcelain Crowns, Bridges,
   Dentures & Veneers
• Dental Implants and Mini-Implant
   Dentures (Placement and Restoration)

• Gentle Root Canal Therapy
• Invisalign Clear Braces
• Professional Teeth Whitening

• Same-Day Emergency
   Appointments
• Preventative Dental Care
• Extractions & Oral Surgery
• Gentle Periodontal Therapy
• Oral Cancer Screenings
• Custom Nightguards
   & Mouthguards

FIRST VISIT EXAM,
X-RAYS &
CLEANING*

• DO NOT give the person anything by mouth (not 
even salted drinks) if the person is vomiting or unconscious.

PREVENTION:
• Wear loose-fitting, lightweight clothing in hot weather.
• Rest regularly in a cool area; seek shade when possible.
• Avoid strenuous physical activity in hot or humid 

conditions.
• Drink plenty of fluids every day. Drink more fluids 

before, during, and after physical activity.
• Be especially careful to avoid overheating if you are 

taking drugs that impair heat regulation, or if you are 
overweight or elderly.

• Be careful of hot cars in the summer. Allow the car to 
cool off before getting in.

• Avoid heavy meals and hot foods.

For more information on how to cope with the heat, ask 
your Concentra health professional, or visit the CDC’s Web 
site at: www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/heatstress/

(Continued from Page 5)
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Welcome Party
A commuinty-wide event

•	 Free Food
•	 Give Aways
•	 Live Music

Enjoy these upcoming events 
and become a part of the CTX 
community this year.

Join in. Tornado Athletics

Come cheer on the 
Tornados as they take 
on the Saints of Our 
Lady of the Lake Univ.

Music Events

Join us for 
upcoming music 
events on campus 
starting:

11400 Concordia University Dr.
Austin, TX 78726 • 512-313-3000 Discover all of the latest Concordia University Texas events at: concordia.edu

8-26-14 • 4-7pm 9-06-14 • 11am Sept. 2014
concordia.edu/weekofwelcome athletics.concordia.edu concordia.edu/music

Don’t be “that guy” this Summer

With summer now officially here, our beloved lakes are filled with 
watercrafts of all shapes and sizes buzzing around towing enthusiastic 
tubers, intensity-high skiers, dedicated fisherman and exercise hungry 
paddle-boarders.  However as the number of people using our aquatic 
playgrounds increase, so does the risk of accidents among the busy 
boat ramps and lakefront docks. 

If you’re planning on using these areas during the busy summer 
season, here are a few pointers to remember when launching and 
retrieving your boat:

1. Avoid unnecessary delays and blocking the boat ramp when 
launching your boat by completing as much of the preparation 
(loading of your gear) in the staging area as possible. Make sure 
your tie down straps are removed, battery is on, and that all your 
required safety gear, as well as ski’s, tubes, coolers and towels are 
already in the boat.

2. If there is a dock at the ramp, ask your passengers to meet you 
there while you and another experienced person launch the boat 
without any unnecessary distractions 

3. Use at least two experienced people to launch and retrieve the 
boat —one to drive the towing vehicle and one to operate the vessel). 
It is also a great idea to have all your dock lines and bumpers already 
in place prior to launching.

4. Launch your boat slowly and safely – ensure the area 
immediately behind the boat is clear of other boats, personal 
watercraft and people.  

5. As you approach the dock to pick up your passengers, have a 
dock line ready to hand off to someone on the dock and instruct 
everyone to wait until you tell them it is safe to board the boat.

6. At the end of you boating adventure, drop all your passengers off 
at the dock first and wait away from the dock while an experienced 
person retrieves your vehicle and trailer. It’s often best to leave all 
you equipment in the boat until you reach the staging area where 
you can safely unload safely.

7. When retrieving, do not pull your boat into a launch lane until 
the towing vehicle is at the ramp. The line is formed by vehicles with 
trailers, not by vessels in the water.

8. Have the driver of the vehicle tow the boat to a staging area 
where you can meet your passengers and begin unloading and wiping 
down. Always double-check your tie downs prior to driving away 
from the boat ramp area. 

Also: 
• Never block a ramp with an unattended vessel or vehicle. 
• Alcohol and boating don’t mix.
• Always wear a US Coast Guard Approved (USCGA) life jacket 

when conducting any type of watersport. 
• Do not power load your boat: Propeller wash can erode the 

sediment just beyond the ramp surface, creating a large hole. The 
eroded sediment is deposited behind the propeller, creating a mound. 
Trailer tires can get stuck in these holes, and boats can run aground 
on the mound.

Author: Dave West – Austin Wakesurf

Photo source: http://cdn.c.photoshelter.com/img-get/I0000Uf4xs9Z14iE/s/850/850/
Boat-Accidents-truck-in-water-9659djs.jpg
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With the summer vacation in full swing, the kids out of school, 
and noodles floating in the pool, it’s no doubt the grill is staying 
fired up. But…before you kick off the flip-flops, here are a few 
barbecue etiquette tips to ensure your grill fest goes down as the 
best on the block. Wait. Barbecue etiquette, you say? Yes, it exists. 

1. If you’re invited to a barbecue party thrown by an individual/
family, avoid showing up empty-handed. A side of coleslaw, apple 
pie, or pitcher of lemonade will do the trick. 

2. A barbecue is an informal affair – no need to worry about 
which fork and knife to use. Go ahead and use your fingers in lieu 
of utensils. Larger pieces of food, however, should be cut with a 
knife and fork. No need to get medieval on us. 

3. If you’re like many people who wonder what is the proper 
way to squeeze a lemon slice and a lemon wedge? Well, here is 
the answer: if it is a slice, don't squeeze it-just drop it in the glass. 
If it is a wedge, cup your hand over it to prevent squirting, and 
squeeze it into the glass. Who likes lemon pulp in the eye? Not me. 

4. Corn on the cob vs. man. For most people, eating corn on the 
cob is one of life’s biggest challenges. Okay, well, maybe it’s just 

a challenge. The best way to approach a hot cob: simply, butter a 
few rows of corn at a time, hold the corn firmly by the ends with 
two hands (or use corn skewers), and eat a few rows at a time from 
left to right. If you prefer to skip the bite-off-the-cob approach, 
you may also cut kernels off of the cob with a knife, cutting in a 
vertical, downward manner.

5. Similar to corn on the cob, ribs are meant to be eaten with 
your hands. Given their messy nature, however, it’s important to 
have napkins on hand. For this barbecue favorite, bibs are not 
necessary.

6. Sauce is boss, unless it isn’t offered. While Texans are usually 
proud of their barbecue sauce, some barbecue purists prefer no 
sauce to appreciate the natural, smoked flavor of the meat. Ask for 
sauce only when you know it’s available, or if your child requests it.

7. Grilled shrimp can be easy to eat or take a little work, 
depending on how it is served. As a general rule of thumb, if the 
shrimp has the tail on, you can use your fingers. Tails off, use a fork!

Call or visit to learn how 
convenient and affordable  
your child’s soaring  
self-confidence can be!

✔ Review and Reinforce math concepts and skills
✔ Preview upcoming curriculum
✔ Individualized instruction
✔ Programs designed to catch up, keep up or get ahead!
✔ Flexible memberships

Math CaMps • suMMer passes • Math GaMe hours • JuMp start a Grade

Make it a
Mathnasium 
Summer!

Mathnasium of North Austin
10401 Anderson Mill Rd., #109A 

Austin, TX 78750
(512) 331–MATH (6284)

www.mathnasium.com/northaustin

Mathnasium of Steiner Ranch
4308 N. Quinlan Park Rd., #215 

Austin, TX 78732
(512) 284–9849

www.mathnasium.com/steinerranch

Call now
for

FREEAssessment!*(*With enrollment, valid at  listed locations only.)

(Continued on Page 10)
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STAY AWAY 
FROM 

DRAINS 

CHECK POOL 
& HOT TUB 

FIRST

CONSTANT
VISUAL

SUPERVISION

MULTIPLE
BARRIERS

AROUND WATER

LEARN CPR
& REFRESH 

SKILLS YEARLY

KEEP BACKYARDS
& BATHROOMS

SAFER

RULES

STAY
AWAY

LEARN
TO

SWIM

WEAR
LIFE

JACKETS

Volunteer - Donate
COLINSHOPE.ORG

Ongoing:
Ongoing: Colin's Hope Athlete Ambassadors needed. 

2014

August

Calendar Keep your children and families safer in, near and around all bodies of water.
At least 37 Texas children have fatally drowned this year.*

Volunteers needed to distribute water safety packets.

DROWNING IS FAST & SILENT
KEEP KIDS IN ARM’S REACH

WATER SAFETY TIPS AT
WWW.COLINSHOPE.ORG

info@colinshope.org
www.tinych.org/AthleteAmbassador

 Colin’s Hope Kid’s Tri! Registration is now open. Sept. 14th:

Take our Water Safety Quiz. www.colinshope.org/quiz/

LAYERS OF PROTECTION CAN PREVENT DROWNING

BE SAFER
AT THE
BEACH

VISIT
US

ONLINE

www.tinych.org/KidsTri
Aug. 28th: Got2Swim 11k Lake Austin. View event details. www.tinych.org/Got2Swim

*Source: Texas DFPS, Watch Kids Around Water
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8. When hosting a large group, be sure to have a wide variety of 

food options for vegetarians and children. 
9. To pick or not to pick? Your teeth that is. Often times, meat 

can be tricky to eat and require some dental maintenance. At every 
expense, avoid removing food from your teeth in public. Toothpicks 
may be used, but only in private. So what should you do if you notice 
someone else in the same predicament? Be discreet, but do tell.

10. Last and not least, respect the griller’s domain. If the host/griller 
has samples to offer, he/she will do so. Never assume you may help 
yourself to try what “smells good.” Now that the fundamentals are 
covered, what’s for lunch? 

This article was contributed by the National League of Junior 
Cotillions – Travis County, a contemporary etiquette, social skills 
and dance training program that serves 6th, 7th and 8th grade 
students in Austin. A parent informational session will be held at 
Barton Creek Country Club on Wednesday, August 13th at 7:30 
p.m., and at the Lakeway Resort & Spa on Thursday, August 14th 
at 7:30 p.m. To RSVP for the informational session or learn more 
about the program, contact Directors, Marisol Foster or Courtney 
Duncan at 512.369.8302, or duncan.foster@nljc.com. Class 
enrollment is limited, but registration is now available online at 
www.nljc-austin.com.

A child with confidence is built on a foundation of love and support. The Children’s Center of Austin’s  
educational and developmental curriculum is like none other and reaches to all types of early learners. 
Learning doesn’t only take place in our classrooms! Learning continues to be fostered in our school  
library, gym, art studio, computer labs, and playgrounds.

Intelligent minds are nurtured by a peaked curiosity and love for learning. 

www.childrenscenterofaustin.com

Steiner ranch 
4308 N. Quinlan Park Rd. 

Suite 100 
Austin, TX 78732 

512.266.6130

JeSter 
6507 Jester Boulevard 

Building 2 
Austin, TX 78750 
512.795.8300

Bee caveS 
8100 Bee Caves Rd 
Austin, TX 78746 
512.329.6633

Call any of our 
schools and schedule 

a tour today!

(Continued from Page 8)
STEVE’S PLUMBING
REPAIR
• Water Pressure Problems
• Sewer & Drain Service
• Fiber Optic Drain
   Line Inspections
• Free Estimates
• Satisfaction Guaranteed

Steve Brougher
2605 Buell Ave

Master License: M-39722

512.276.7476
satisfaction guaranteedfree estimates

water pressure problems
�ber optic drain line inspectionssewer & drain service 

Steve Brougher
276-7476  ∙ 2605 Buell Ave

STEVE’S
PLUMBING

REPAIR
Master 
License: 

M-39722

satisfaction guaranteedfree estimates

water pressure problems
�ber optic drain line inspectionssewer & drain service 

Steve Brougher
276-7476  ∙ 2605 Buell Ave

STEVE’S
PLUMBING

REPAIR
Master 
License: 

M-39722
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LILIANA LUCAS, DDS
 naciremA ,de fiitreC draoB  

Board of Pediatric Dentistry
  naciremA ,rebmeM  

Academy of Pediatric 
Dentistry

512-900-KIDS  www.atxkidsdentist.com 
6618 Sitio Del Rio Blvd, Ste B102, Austin, TX

 stisiv latned eveileb eW 
can be FUN for kids. MEMORABLE

EXCITING ALL OF THE ABOVE

A

C

B

D

 dna eerht fo rehtom a sA “

Board Certifi ed Pediatric Dentist, 

I understand the importance 

of personalized care for your 

kids. See what we can do 

for YOUR child’s dental health!”

 STATE-OF-THE-ART CLINIC
with laser and digital x-ray technology 
to keep smiles healthy

 PEDIATRIC TRAINED STAFF
to provide caring treatment

 NOW ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS

SPECIALIZED 
DENTISTRY 

FOR INFANTS, 
CHILDREN 

AND TEENS
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Trusted care.

Member of the Medical Staff at Cedar Park Regional Medical Center

11521 FM 620, Bldg. C, Suite 800 • Austin, TX 78726
512-219-0670 • CedarParkPhysicians.com

KRISTIN C. BELL, M.D.
INTERNAL MEDICINE

We can help you get the most out of your health insurance.

Cedar Park Physician Associates is pleased to announce a convenient new office location 

in Northwest Austin for internal medicine physician Kristin C. Bell, M.D. Dr. Bell specializes 

in caring for patients from adolescence through senior adulthood. She is accepting new 

patients and accepts most insurance, including Medicare. Ask about services your plan 

may cover at no cost to you. Same-day appointments may be available. Call 512-219-0670 
to schedule an appointment.

75148_CEDA_Bell_10x6_04c.indd   1 2/5/14   2:46 PM

Hairstreaks are mainly small butterflies, most with threadlike tails on their hindwings.  They typically 
fly rapidly, fitting from side to side or in circles, before sticking a landing.  Most perch with their wings 
closed, and reveal their upper surface only in flight.  Males and females can look quite similar, but the 
males will often be the more vibrantly colored of the two.    

In central Texas we have three common hairstreak butterflies.  The largest, as indicated by its name, 
is the Great Purple Hairstreak (Atlides halesus).  Dusky purplish-black below and brilliant blue above 
with red spots near the base of the wings and a bright orange abdomen, this butterfly flies spring 
through fall.  It tends to stay well above the ground, and males will sit on trees on hill summits or flat 
plains to await females, mostly in the afternoon.  Its larval foodplant, or plant upon which the female 
lays her eggs, is mistletoe species in the genus Phoradendron.    

Another commonly encountered hairstreak is the Gray Hairstreak (Strymon melinus).  It has only 
one tail on the hindwing and an upperside that is blue-gray with a large reddish-orange spot near 
the tail.  The male’s abdomen is orange and the female’s is gray.  In the spring and fall its underside 
is dark gray, and paler gray in the summer, but it always has a dashed white line, parallel and inset 
from the wing’s edge, bordered with orange.  It flies from February to November and is the most 
widespread hairstreak in North America.  Males perch all afternoon and into evening on small trees 
and shrubs to seek receptive females, who lay eggs one at a time on a wide variety of plants  including 
peas, mallows, beans, clovers, and cotton.    

Great Purple Hairstreak (photo by Randy L Emmtt)

Juniper Hairstreak

 NATUREWATCH
by Jim and Lynne Weber

(Continued on Page 14)
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Dentistry for infants, children, teens and patients with special needs.

512.266.7200

DR. SHINY THOMAS, DR. MICHELLE FREEZE, DR. PRU AURORA, DR. JEFFREY GREGERSON

Congratulations!
Dr. Michelle Freeze

Honored by her Peers
2013 Super Dentists® List

SmileLikeAStar.com

Two Convenient Locations
Steiner Ranch Lakeline

4308 N. Quinlan Park #201
Austin, TX 78732

14005 N. HWY 183 #800
Austin, TX 78717 $56.00 Value

with New Patient 
Exam and Cleaning

FREE
Kids Sonicare

Coupon must be presented at time of exam.  For patient’s age 3 and older.  
Coupon cannot be combined with any other offer.  Expires 9/30/14.
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Gray Hairstreak (photo by Jeffrey Pippen)

NatureWatch (Continued from Page 12)

One of our most beautiful hairstreaks is the Juniper Hairstreak 
(Callophrys gryneus), belonging to a group called Evergreen Hairstreaks, 
which are widespread and variable.  The upperside of the male is 
dark brown with an olive-colored sheen, and the female is blackish 
brown.  Their underside is a vibrant green with two white spots near the 
base of the forewing and an irregular white line edged inwardly with a 
reddish-brown.  Males perch on host trees, those in the genus Juniperus 
like our native Ashe Juniper, awaiting females.  They perch with their wings 
closed and blend into the junipers so well that they may not be noticed 
until moving branches cause them to fly.     

When it comes to survival, hairstreaks have developed an interesting 
adaptation, much of which has to do with their tails.  Often having distinct 
markings or spots near these tails, together they form what is known as 
a ‘false head’ with the tails looking like antennae.  The illusion is carried 
further when the hairstreak performs a back-and-forth ‘sawing’ motion 
with the hindwings when resting. This motion can distract would be 
predators such as spiders, causing them to attack the wrong end of the 
butterfly, leaving the vital structures intact.    

Missing tails and part of the lower portion of the hindwings does not 
hinder flight, and the butterfly lives to carry on another day.  So it really 
is true that two heads are better than one!  

Send your nature-related questions to naturewatch@austin.rr.com and 

we’ll do our best to answer them.  If you enjoy reading these articles, look 
for our book, Nature Watch Austin, published by Texas A&M University 
Press, or subscribe to our blog at http://naturewatchaustin.blogspot.com.

OUR NEW CHURCH CAMPUS 
is now open in West Austin

Join us for worship SUNDAY mornings at 10A

theaustinstoneaustinstone.org theaustinstone

Westlake Performing Arts Center
4100 Westbank Dr, Austin, TX 78746
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 NOW, CEDAR PARK REGIONAL BRINGS YOU  

SPECIALIZED CARE
JUST FOR KIDS.

Introducing Dell Children’s at Cedar Park Regional Medical Center. If your child needs 

hospital care, now there’s a special place, just for kids, close to home. We’ve partnered with 

Dell Children’s Medical Center of Central Texas to bring you the area’s newest pediatric 

inpatient care with an eight-bed unit designed around kids’ unique needs.

To learn more, visit CedarParkRegional.com/children.  

CedarParkRegional.com

76443_CEDA_Peds_7_5x9_75c.indd   1 5/28/14   10:01 AM
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The Modern Game: The Backhand Approach Shot

By USPTA/PTR Master Professional 
Fernando Velasco

TENNIS
TIPS

In previous newsletters, I offered tips on how to execute the 
basic strokes for players who are just beginning to play tennis or 
who want to resume playing.

I am now offering suggestions on how to play the “modern” 
game mostly geared towards players who are happy with hitting 
the ball over the net and controlling the point with consistency. 
These players may be already playing for leagues or in tournaments 
and are looking for more “weapons” on the court.

In this issue, I will offer instructions on how to execute the Top 
Backhand Approach Shot. This shot is used when an opponent 
hits a soft shot that has bounced high over the net. The player 
will take advantage and will charge to the net, thus hitting with 
top spin high over the net and hit with power. When the ball hits 
the court, it will take a big hop, forcing the opponent to fall back 
close to the fence, or to hit the ball on the rise. This shot can be 
used as a “winner” or as an “approach shot.”

In the illustrations, Kaylen Combs, one of the top players of 
the Grey Rock Tennis Academy, shows the proper technique to 
execute this stroke. Kaylen is coached by the Director of the Tennis 
Academy, Darin Pleasant, who is showing her the proper point of 
contact on step 2. Kaylen plays with her left hand.

 Step 1: The Back Swing: When Kaylen sees the opportunity, 
she makes a quick turn of her upper body and takes the racket 
high and back. The head of the racket is now at shoulder height, 
her shoulders are turned, the right hand gripping the racket 
and her left hand relaxed. Her weight is on the front foot as her 
momentum carries her forward to attack the ball. Her right wrist 

is “laid back” to allow maximum point of contact.
Step 2: The Point of Contact: The success of a top spin shot 

is keeping the ball on the strings going from low to high in a 30 
degree angle and accelerating the racket head around the outside of 
the ball. Kaylyn started the swing high and “looped” it to allow the 
head of the racket to drop down. She will be brushing around the 
outside of the ball as she makes contact with it. Her left shoulder 
is almost opening and her weight has is moving through the shot.

Step 3: The Follow Through: In order to get maximum control 
and power, Kaylen is keeping her right arm extended through the 
shot. She has “snapped” her right wrist and has the head of the 
racket facing down. Her weight is going forward.

Step 4: The Finish: Kaylen’s upper body acceleration forced 
the head of the racket to “wrap around” her left ear, thus creating 
the most power and topspin on the ball. Her legs are already in 
position to move forward the net for a volley. Her right foot 
should naturally move forward due to her momentum and racket 
speed. From her looks, she apparently hit a very wide cross court 
approach shot for a defensive return.

Step 5: The Volley Winner: Once Kaylen hit, she moved to 
the net for a “winner”. By the smile on her face, her backhand 
approach shot was successful and she won the point with a 
backhand volley.

Look in the next Newsletter for: “The Modern Game: The 
Swinging Forehand Approach Shot” Court Time at no additional 
cost and being able to reserve court time seven days in advance
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The River Review is a private publication published by Peel, Inc. It is not sanctioned 
by any homeowners association or organization, nor is it subject to the approval of any 
homeowners association or organization, nor is it intended, nor implied to replace any 
publication that may be published by or on behalf of any homeowners association or 
organization.  At no time will any source be allowed to use the River Review contents, or 
loan said contents, to others in anyway, shape or form, nor in any media, website, print, 
film, e-mail, electrostatic copy, fax, or etc. for the purpose of solicitation, commercial 
use, or any use for profit, political campaigns, or other self amplification, under penalty 
of law without written or expressed permission from Peel, Inc. The information in the 
newsletter is exclusively for the private use of  Peel, Inc. 

DISCLAIMER: Articles and ads in this newsletter express the opinions of their authors 
and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Peel, Inc. or its employees. Peel, Inc. is 
not responsible for the accuracy of any facts stated in articles submitted by others. The 
publisher also assumes no responsibility for the advertising content with this publication. 
All warranties and representations made in the advertising content are solely that of the 
advertiser and any such claims regarding its content should be taken up with the advertiser.
* The publisher assumes no liability with regard to its advertisers for misprints or failure 
to place advertising in this publication except for the actual cost of such advertising.
* Although every effort is taken to avoid mistakes and/or misprints, the publisher 
assumes no responsibility for any errors of information or typographical mistakes, except 
as limited to the cost of advertising as stated above or in the case of misinformation, 
a printed retraction/correction.
* Under no circumstances shall the publisher be held liable for incidental or 
consequential damages, inconvenience, loss of business or services, or any other liabilities 
from failure to publish, or from failure to publish in a timely manner, except as limited 
to liabilities stated above.

5:23 pm

Your Community at 
Your Fingertips

Download the Peel, Inc. iPhone App

www.peelinc.com
512.263.9181

NOT AVAILABLE
ONLINE
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Tim Moncrief

Let us show you why -
over the last 18 years we have helped more buyers and 
sellers in Four Points than any other agent or group!

bartlettrealestategroup.com
Keller Williams Realty Group,  

Austin, nwmc ’07-‘12#1 


